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SPACE 
REINVENTED
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Our teamOur team

Our missionOur mission

Our achievementsOur achievements

HighlightsHighlights

Your contactsYour contacts

Genève  - Genève  - Port de la NautiquePort de la Nautique

Saint-Paul-de-Vence  - Saint-Paul-de-Vence  - Mas de PierreMas de Pierre

Yverdon (CH) - Yverdon (CH) - ExploritExplorit

Lorient - Lorient - Parc Jules FerryParc Jules Ferry

Courbevoie  - Courbevoie  - Parc FreundenstadtParc Freundenstadt

Sevran - Sevran - WestinghouseWestinghouse

Villetaneuse  - Villetaneuse  - Centre de loisirs RobinsonCentre de loisirs Robinson

Grasse - Grasse - Place de la mediathèquePlace de la mediathèque

Gif s/Yvette - Gif s/Yvette - Parc Moulon au carré des sciencesParc Moulon au carré des sciences

Lyon- Lyon- La DuchèreLa Duchère

Mâcon  - Mâcon  - Parc des GautriatsParc des Gautriats

Neuilly-sur-marne  - Neuilly-sur-marne  - Parc du Croissant VertParc du Croissant Vert

Somain - Somain - Place de la MairiePlace de la Mairie

Claye Souilly  - Claye Souilly  - Shopping PromenadeShopping Promenade Saint-Gingolph  - Saint-Gingolph  - Les QuaisLes Quais

Saint-Etienne  - Saint-Etienne  - SteelSteel

Vendenheim - Vendenheim - Shopping promenade Coeur d’AlsaceShopping promenade Coeur d’Alsace

Noyelles-Godault  - Noyelles-Godault  - Centre commercial AushoppingCentre commercial Aushopping

Pau  - Pau  - Quartier SaragosseQuartier Saragosse

Monaco  - Monaco  -  Quartier Larvotto Quartier Larvotto

Rennes  - Rennes  -  Prairies Saint Martin Prairies Saint Martin

Mallemort de Provence  - Mallemort de Provence  - L’Isle sur la DuranceL’Isle sur la Durance

Le Havre  - Le Havre  - Forêt de MontgeonForêt de Montgeon

Pantin  - Pantin  - Parc DiderotParc Diderot
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40-4140-41
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122-123122-123

124-125124-125

138-141138-141

74-7774-77

80-8180-81

84-8784-87

88-8988-89

90-9190-91

96-9796-97

82-8382-83

92-9392-93

94-9594-95

98-9998-99

100-103100-103

108-109108-109

104-105104-105

154154

155155

144-147144-147

148-149148-149

159159

158158

150-151150-151

160160

161161

153153

162162

163163

164164

106-107106-107

142-173142-173

174-175 174-175 

SUMMARY

Moulins  - Moulins  -  Berges de l’Allier Berges de l’Allier

Mulhouse  - Mulhouse  -  Berges de l’Ill Berges de l’Ill

Bailly Romainvilliers  - Bailly Romainvilliers  -  Villages Nature® Center Parc Villages Nature® Center Parc

Penne d’Agenais  - Penne d’Agenais  -  Base de loisirs Base de loisirs

Douai - Douai - Parc BertinParc Bertin

Cabestany - Cabestany -  Espace commercial Mas Guerido Espace commercial Mas Guerido

La Teste de Buch  - La Teste de Buch  -  Jardin d’Acclimatation Jardin d’Acclimatation

Fabersviller  - Fabersviller  -  Centre Commercial B’EST Centre Commercial B’EST

La Valette du VarLa Valette du Var  -    -  CC Avenue 83CC Avenue 83

Loon Plage  - Loon Plage  -  Parc des Tourelles Parc des Tourelles

Kingersheim  - Kingersheim  -  Park des Gravières Park des Gravières

Toulon - Toulon -  Jardin du Las Jardin du Las

Lyon- Lyon-  Parc Sergent Blandan Parc Sergent Blandan

Tremblay en France - Tremblay en France -  Parc du Tremblay Parc du Tremblay

Pessac- Pessac-  Bellegrave Bellegrave

Nanterre  - Nanterre  -  ZAC des Provinces ZAC des Provinces

Poitiers  - Poitiers  - Galerie BeaulieuGalerie Beaulieu

116-117116-117

Saint-Priest  - Saint-Priest  - Bel AirBel Air

126-127126-127

Antony  - Antony  - Promenade des vallons de la BrièvePromenade des vallons de la Briève

Aubervilliers  - Aubervilliers  - IcadeIcade

Arrens-Marsou   Arrens-Marsou   

Bassens  - Bassens  - Aire de jeux du skate parkAire de jeux du skate park

Bois Colombes - Bois Colombes - Parc PompidouParc Pompidou

Bordeaux  - Bordeaux  - Centre PlazaCentre Plaza

Bordeaux - Bordeaux - Parc RivièreParc Rivière

Bourg-Les-Valence  - Bourg-Les-Valence  - La CartoucherieLa Cartoucherie

Bulle (CH)  - Bulle (CH)  - Coop Le CâroCoop Le Câro

Calais  - Calais  - Front de MerFront de Mer

Castres  - Castres  - Place SoultPlace Soult

Cherbourg  - Cherbourg  - Château RavaletChâteau Ravalet

152152

Casablanca  - Casablanca  -  Anfa Park Anfa Park

156-157156-157La Ciotat- La Ciotat-  Domaine de la Tour Domaine de la Tour

165165Rosny-Sous-Bois Rosny-Sous-Bois  Centre commercial Domus Centre commercial Domus
166166Saint-Grégoire Saint-Grégoire  Centre commercial Grand Quartier Centre commercial Grand Quartier

Lyon Lyon  Espace Mazagran Espace Mazagran 167167

Rouen Rouen  Quais Bas Quais Bas 168-169168-169

ChavannesChavannes Centre commercial Manor Centre commercial Manor 170-171170-171

Toulouse- Toulouse- Jardins de la LigneJardins de la Ligne 172172

Villebon S/Yvette-Villebon S/Yvette-  Centre ComCentre Commercialmercial 173173
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Pro Urba is specialized in the development of outdoor and indoor spaces ; we offer bespoke, « out of the box », innovative, robust, aesthetic  
ranges of products with various materials requiring low maintenance. 

For more than 45 years, Pro Urba has supported its customers in their outdoor or indoor achievements with the same passion same desire to 
innovate. It guides them throughout their projects, from the conceptual phase to the realization. A close collaboration with its interlocutors 
allows the creation of personalized and bespoke spaces.

Always listening to its customers and ahead of the trends, Pro Urba helps them to design outdoor and indoor spaces that are fun, aesthetic, 
educational, durable and that will meet their desires. 

Pro Urba’s product ranges, selected according relevance and originality criterias, offer optimal adaptability to contemporary and futuristic 
environments. Day after day, Pro Urba strives to offer products that are best adapted to lifestyle evolutions, urban planning and environmental 
concerns. 

Thanks to its regional agencies and its 80 employees, Pro Urba offers an even greater proximity service throughout France, Belgium and 
Switzerland, to achieve unique, qualitative and sustainable spaces.

OUR TEAM
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 CREATOR OF LIVING SPACES

We are working to strengthen social links by imagining new meeting and sharing points where children, 
their parents and residents love to get together. These friendly, interactive and connected places encourage 
social exchanges, moments sharing around games, sports, with adapted furniture. By proposing innovative 
solutions, while being sensitive to the preservation of the environment, Pro Urba contributes to territorial 
developments but also to society since we help children of all ages to grow and thrive in educational 
inclusive and safe spaces. 

Our strength is to know how to set up a place in its entirety by associating all our fields of expertise and 
all our partners : games and playful fountains, urban furniture and technical floors, sports and connected 
equipment. To achieve this, we are constantly innovating and challenging ourselves in order to offer spaces 
that are perfectly integrated into their environment. 

We offer a comprehensive range of services, from design to maintenance, enabling us to provide tailor-
made, turnkey projects adapted to the needs of each client. Our expertise brings to life the dreams of 
project managers and owners, from 3D modeling to the realization thanks to our design office (design and 
engineering).

Since Pro Urba’s founding, we have redesigned more than 7000 playful, aquatic and sport areas. We keep 
on reinventing spaces of tomorrow to cultivate the art of living together.

OUR 
MISSION
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What if children could discover 
the world of the savannah by 

climbing into a giant lion sculpture? 
The playground, design byed to be 
both playful and educational, offers 
children the opportunity to learn while 
having fun. The colors and shapes are 
inspired by reality: red earth of the 
savannah, angular rocks...

Sketch ©Pro Urba

Sketch ©Pro Urba

Sketch ©Pro Urba

© Durbanis

Free image © Pixabay

Free image © Pixabay Free image ©Pixabay

FROM ANALYSIS TO SKETCH FOR UNIQUE PROJECTS

© DAP
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N

0 5m

LE PAL

Projet d’aménagement d’un espace 
ludique et pédagogique 

L’étang des flamants

Bèlvédère
+passerelle d’accès 
aux jeux Gradins

Trampoline PMR

La rivière sèche et ses 
méandres
Jeux d’eau

Entrée des 
Flamants 

roses

Entrée des 
Girafes

Entrée du 
Lion

La forêt qui chante

La savane du Lion

Phase AVP

20 Avril 2021

Zone de pique-nique

La jungle

Grave cimentée

Ponton bois

Pelouse piétinable

Pierre de récupération

Piéce d’eau 

Béton sablé de différentes couleurs

Nouvelle plantation 

Arbre existant conservé

Haie type bosquet

Massif terrestre
(type graminées)

Massif terrestre(végétaux grosses feuilles + 
grimpantes = lianes -> jungle )

Berge aquatique

Sol de réception en copeaux de bois

Sol de réception en sol souple 

«Belvedere» hut
Highest point

Big hut

«Nest»

Little hut 
Start or finish

Wooden course
Start or finish

Sketch © Pro Urba

Wood chip floor
Natural beige and brown

© Pro Urba 2021 - Design for Le Pal with Green Concept Paysagisme
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INTEGRATE INTO THE LANDSCAPE ENVIRONMENT

  © Pro Urba 2020 - Mulhouse (67) Berges de l’Ill - conception & realization Pro Urba
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HARMONISE GAMES AND WATER GAMES 

© Pro Urba - Design for Ceetrus - Avignon North Shopping Center - Le Pontet (84)
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OPTIMIZE THE PLAY AREA

© Pro Urba - Conception & realization for Frey - Shopping Promenade - Amiens (80) - Place des Terrasses
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© Pro Urba 2020 - Conception & realization for Frey - Vandenheim (67) - 
Shopping promenade Coeur d’Alsace

IDENTIFY SPACE WITH A UNIQUE SET
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ARRANGE SPACE WITH HANDLING GAMES

©Elverdal Concept - Modules to decline©Elverdal Concept - Modules to decline
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ARRANGE SPACE WITH MODULES

©Elverdal Concept - Modules to decline
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DECLINE A MODEL AND ITS UNIVERSE

Mister Rappeur - Arles Mister Punk - Amiens Mister Mini  - Cesson

2017 2019 2019

Miss Fun - Claye-Souilly Mister Baby - Claye-Souilly Miss Rock - Strasbourg

2020 2020 2021

3D Réalité
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ENERGIZING SPACE THROUGH ACTIVE DESIGN

© Pro Urba - Bassens (33) - Design Sabine Haristoy - Realization Pro Urba
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Place des Tapis - JUILLET 20124

1. BANC - LE COCON DE SOIE

 > plan

 > elevation

 > croquis

Place des Tapis - JUILLET 20122

1. BANC - LE COCON DE SOIE

La place des Tapis est représentative des ambiances croix-rous-
siennes dans la mesure ou elle reflète les couleurs typiques du 
quartier, en harmonie avec la place de la Croix-Rousse et les rues 
adjacentes, telles qu’elles sont représentées sur le mur des canuts 
tout proche (photo ci-dessus). Les caractéristiques significatives 
sont les suivantes :

- les façades canuts, simples, aux hautes fenêtres et dotées de peu 
d’ornementation,

- une gamme chromatique douce et chaleureuse, en camaieu de 
teintes ocres et pastel,
 
- une voûte végétale importante, haute, dense et laissant filtrer le 
soleil, formée par les platanes conduits en tige sur 5 m.

 > l’idée

3

1. BANC - LE COCON DE SOIE

 > une assise doux et confortable

Vues 3D

SHAPE SPACE WITH « OUT OF THE BOX » FURNITURE

© Pro Urba 2013 - Lyon (69) place des Tapis - design by Villes & Paysages
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TECHNICAL REALIZATION

Our expertise in the playground and sports facilities market allows us to orchestrate a place in 
its entirety. Our expertise and technical experience guarantee quality, safety and reactivity 

during the implementation of each project.

The installation and the follow-up of the project are ensured by our qualified and regularly trained 
personnel. The assembly and installation of the equipments are done in strict compliance with 
instructions and safety guidelines.

We choose our partners according to their environmental awareness, their unique expertise and their 
specificities: the largest European foundry, laser cutting specialist, inventor of the Hercules cable, 
manufacturer of recycled plastic furniture, specialist in stainless steel playground equipment, creator of 
ultra-design furniture in FRC concrete, «sculptor» of fairy-tale, thematic and custom-made play structures, 
pioneer in the stainless steel tubular slide and the KAROLAM® glued laminated robinia.... 

ENVIRONMENT
The environment should be at the heart of all business activities. This is a matter of course for us and 
for several years we have been checking that our partners improve the recyclability of their products. In 
addition, we regularly check the exact origin of our products, as well as their manufacturing process. Our 
wood partners are FSC and PEFC certified. 
Since July 2021, we have been certified Positve Work Place©, level 2 out of 3 stars. This CSR label rewards 
all our social and environmental commitments. This certification process directly involves all our 
stakeholders: our employees, our suppliers and, of course, our customers.

QUALITY 
Pro Urba is committed to a permanent quality approach, throughout its services : from advice to 
installation and up to maintenance. We impose these same requirements to our partners, most of whom 
have received ISO 9001 certification.

SAFETY  
Safety is obviously at the heart of our concerns, which is why we make sure that all our equipment 
complies with the following standards: EN1176 (playground equipment), EN1177 (playground 
floors), NF52901 (sports equipment) and EN16630 (outdoor fitness).
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Terragom

Terragrip

Terragom interactif

Terraway Terragrass

Terragreen

Terradal

Terragom+ Terralum Terrascape

Terrafib Terrawood

Terragom: flexible shock-absorbing safety surface for playgrounds, made of EPDM rubber granules bonded with a solvent-free single-component 
polyurethane resin.

Terragom interactif: flexible sound, music and/or light floor to create games, hopscotches and interactive, thematic and educational courses.

Terralum: luminescent particles inserted in materials (flexible floors, Terraway, concrete, etc.) which have the property of absorbing UV radiation (natural or 
artificial) and then releasing this energy at night in the form of visible light. 

Terragreen: 100% polypropylene synthetic turf (comfort or safety surfacing), with the option of a shock absorbing underlay (Terragreen soft).

Terrascape: ecoscape type: 100% recycled and recyclable rubber chips (shock-absorbing floor for playground or decoration).

Terragrip: non-porous, non-slip, waterproof and airtight floor covering. It has a raised appearance, composed of washed and fire-dried natural aggregates or 
colored synthetic aggregates applied to a two-component epoxy resin. It is ideal for spaces that need to be marked, identified, embellished or rejuvenated 
on an asphalt or concrete area (schoolyard renovation, parking lot, terrace...).

Terrafib: Playrite type: synthetic fiber mats with or without sand (comfort or safety mats, ideal solutions for nurseries and schools). Option with cushioning 
underlay (Terrafib soft type Playsafe).
 
Terrawood: dry, natural recycled wood, in the form of chips (comfort or safety coating).

Terradal: shock-absorbing floor tiles made of recycled rubber granules or EPDM.

Terraway: porous and ecological flooring, non-slip, water and air permeable. It has a natural look, composed of rolled or crushed and washed siliceous or 
granitic aggregates (grain size between 2 and 8 mm) and a bi-component epoxy resin. It is ideal for spaces where one wishes to avoid dust and keep a 
maximum porosity - in particular small-medium surfaces avoiding the installation of a water evacuation network (building courtyard, green space pathways, 
schoolyards, parking lots, bicycle paths, tree pits...).

Terragrass: recycled rubber honeycomb mat. Installed on grass or earth, it provides ideal protection for playgrounds. Easy to install, it virtually disappears 
with the grass growing through its cells, while continuing to provide fall protection.

Terragrass hybride: made of reinforced polypropylene fibers from 12 to 60 mm, it is a unique, robust and draining system, combining artificial 
grass and natural grass. A recycled honeycomb synthetic installed on grass or natural earth which provides ideal protection for playgrounds. 
Easy to install, it virtually disappears with the grass growing through its cells, while continuing to provide fall protection.
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In order to ensure user’s safety and to maintain the safety level of the equipment, Pro Urba has 
qualified, experienced and regularly trained personnel assigned to the installation, maintenance 

and safety of children’s playgrounds, sports equipment and street furniture.

The control and maintenance ensure the equipments safety in the long term and are therefore 
of crucial importance to Pro Urba. We have a Computerized Maintenance Management System 
(CMMS), called PUMP, which allows us to structure and organize maintenance operations efficiently.

Regular checks are carried out by our technicians, scrupulously directed by a maintenance register 
imposing a schedule and defined control points. 

To ensure traceability of the control and maintenance, a chip is installed on each set; it allows to 
record each control and to communicate in real time on the condition of the sets as well as on the 
last actions carried out for their maintenance...

MAINTENANCE



OUR
ACHIEVEMENTS
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Design by
Conseil départemental du 92

Promenade  
des vallons de la Briève

ANTONY

Creating a playground focused on sports 
in a fun way is possible! Here’s how to 

get kids and adults moving while having fun. 
Flexible shock-absorbing floor, tunnel, balls, 
turnstile... Discover this layout, definitely 
placed under the sign of fun thanks to this 
attractive orange color. 
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Design by Pseudonyme

Icade

AUBERVILLIERS

As part of its contribution to the United Nations’ sustainable 
development objectives and its CSR approach, ICADE has chosen 

to develop and install shaded areas at the entrances to its business 
center located in Aubervilliers   
 
The purpose of these Douglas wood structures is to create a shaded 
area along the sidewalk leading to the center of the business park 
and, at night, a luminous landmark thanks to the lampadaires 
included in the structure.
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Co-design by 
Abest Ingenierie

Pro Urba
Spielart

ARRENS-
MARSOUS

W hen the water of glaciers and mountain streams feeds games 
in the valley! It is in Arrens-Marsous in the High Pyrenees that 

this water game took place, totally integrated in the landscape. The 
municipality has chosen to supply a waterfall river made of Robinier..
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Design by 
Sabine Haristoy

Aire de jeux 
du skate park

BASSENS

The playground of the skate park offers a colored floor that 
encourages movement. Active design by takes on its full meaning 

here : encouraging movement through a colorful and attractive floor. 
Climbing holds, slides, EPDM spheres, rocking swings... Let the children 
imagine! 
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Design by 
Agence Base   

Parc Pompidou

BOIS-COLOMBES

This area of the Bois-Colombes Pompidou Park is a 
creator of intergenerational links, a friendly place where 

everyone can find happiness and share warm moments.   
 
This is both a landscaped and playful project where Pro Urba 
equipments can be found in the children’s play area with turnstiles, 
rotating spheres and a slide, then in the older children’s play area where 
you can play on springs, a balance beam, a slide and EPDM spheres. 
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Design by 
Watt Design & Build

Centre Plaza

BORDEAUX

This original and colourful design by fits perfectly into this urban and 
green space thanks to creative shapes, different choices of materials 

and a consistent choice of colours. At the Plaza centre in Bordeaux, we 
created an original, qualitative and welcoming layout. There is a variety 
of seating, tables and deckchairs. Enough to take a break in the sun!
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba
Spielart

Parc Rivière

BORDEAUX

This tailor-made playground has been design byed around the theme 
of forest animals. The space brings young and old alike into an 

enchanted world. 
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Conception Pro Urba

La Cartoucherie

BOURG
 LES VALENCE

A colourful creation that reveals its true face from the air!
 

It was design byed to bring the Cartoucherie site back to life. Joy, gaiety 
and enthusiasm, conducive to the experimentation of an awakening 
imagination. The whole layout is a space for adventure and experimentation, 
allowing children to explore in a variety of ways: climbing, hanging, sliding, 
falling, climbing, hiding, resting...
 
The playground is composed of a wide variety of games: a forest of 
locust posts, a tunnel, swings, mirrors, a gong, climbing holds...

La Cartoucherie

Design by 
Agence Laverne

BOURG-
LES-

VALENCE 
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Design by Pro Urba

Coop Le Câro

BULLE (CH)

For this shopping centre, the objective was to rethink a playful 
project that would appeal to young and old alike. Pro Urba 

created this tailor-made area by integrating the Jamadu theme 
specific to the COOP restaurant.
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Co-design by 
Agence Base

Pro Urba

Front de Mer

CALAIS

Encouraging people to wander and move around on the Calais 
seafront. This challenge was met with this project, which effectively 

handles the concept of active design by. Getting people to move is what 
the new spaces are meant for!
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©Barforz Ijslander
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© Citybox Ijslander
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Design by 
Seura Architectes

Place Soult

CASTRES

This playground is part of the overall project to 
renovate the Place Soult in the heart of Castres.  

 
A colourful space with different equipment for entertainment such as a 
trampoline integrated into the ground, a climbing wall, a slide, wooden games 
and a long view to appreciate the Castres city centre.
 
This area is dedicated to children but also to parents with benches to relax, 
to enjoy the sunshine  and to spend a pleasant afternoon with family or 
friends.
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba 
Spielart

Château Ravalet

CHERBOURG

It was essential for the Cherbourg 
municipality to rehabilitate the old 

playground of the Château de Ravalet, 
which no longer met standards.  The area 
had to fit perfectly into its environment 
and also adapt to the constraints of a 
site classified as a Historic Monument. 
The choice was therefore made for a 
wooden structure made of Robinia. 
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Design by 
Pro Urba

Shopping Promenade
Frey

CLAYE SOUILLY

To attract young and old alike, Pro Urba has redesign byed and 
decorated the man who is the identity of the FREY group’s 

commercial zones. This structure has been custom-made and offers 
impressive playful entertainment. Miss Fun and Mister Baby are 
waiting for the children to have even more fun! 
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 © Minale Design by
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Co-design by
 In Situ

Pro Urba

Parc Freundenstadt

COURBEVOIE

Two playgrounds with a large wooden 
structure and stainless steel slides were 

provided to create a play area for both 
children and adults.
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Conception 
Belandscape

Port de la Nautique

GENEVE (CH)

A t the port of Geneva’s Nautique, innovative and functional street 
furniture has been installed in an idyllic environment.

 
Société Nautique de Genève in the realization of this tailor-made 
urban furniture project: benches combine steel and larch, other 
triangular ‘beacon’ benches in Hi-mac resin and larch have naturally 
found their place in the framework of this nautical site.
 
In order to reinforce the presence of fauna and flora, some of these 
furniture elements also serve as a support for vegetation. Planters 
and pergolas have been associated with these seats in order to bring 
a little greenery to this mineral setting, without requiring road works.
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Design by 
Pro Urba

Parc Moulon  
au carré des sciences

GIF s/ YVETTE

In response to a strong demand from the new 
inhabitants of the Moulon district, Pro Urba created 

this 800m2 playground to welcome children with 
playful and inspiring furniture.

©Gamme Madera Ijslander
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Design by  
Agence STOA

Place de la mediathèque

GRASSE

Slide into culture thanks to this customised 
design by for the city of Grasse. A good way 

to get to the media library with enthusiasm!
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba
Spielart

Forêt de Montgeon

LE HAVRE

The Montgeon forest is a park and a leisure area in the city of Le Havre 
where you can find lakes, a tropical greenhouse, wild fauna... And 

in the heart of this forest, a facility awaits children in an environment as 
close to nature as possible.
 
On this large playground, there is a first area for children aged 2 to 6 
and a second area for older children with structures built around a tree. 
Children can play on a 9m high tower with a slide.
 
Towers, courses, huts, slides, games... A world as pleasant as it is 
playful awaits you!
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A s part of the redevelopment of Jules Ferry Park, the city of 
Lorient wanted a custom-made, transparent playground with 

a strong sense of identity, to fit in with the very natural setting of 
this wooded area.
 
The idea was to propose a play structure made of Robinia, installed on 
a wooden decking, like a raft, in order to keep a coherence between 
the place and the materials.
 
The technical challenge was to work with the Robinia tree at a great 
height: a challenge that was met! The tower rises proudly in the middle 
of the park’s trees and houses a 7m high slide!
 
This structure is visible from afar and perfectly respects the harmony 
of the surrounding green spaces. Rope courses, climbing nets, tube 
tunnels, mechanical shovels and a suspended boat... complete this fun 
and varied layout, for the pleasure of parents who enjoy a serene and 
shady environment while the children enjoy playing!

Co-design by
 In Situ

Pro Urba

Parc Jules Ferry

LORIENT
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Desig, 
Atelier Marguerit

La Duchère

LYON

The Metropolis and the City of Lyon, in consultation with the 
inhabitants, wanted to achieve urban renewal, landscape 

integration and economic revitalisation of the Duchère district. 
 
The playground, installed in the heart of the district, allows the new 
inhabitants to reappropriate their public space with new, quality 
equipment, catering to a wide age range of 2-12 year olds. The triptych 
chosen, combining quality, aesthetics and robustness of the games from 
our partner Kaiser & Kühne, illustrates the Pro Urba touch.
 
Below the social centre, this playground also provides access to local 
facilities for outdoor play activities. What a pleasure!

© Kaiser & Kühne
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Design by
Pro Urba

Parc des Gautriats

MÂCON The municipality has rehabilitated the Gautriats neighbourhood by 
offering the inhabitants educational and vegetable plots. The leisure 

area was design byed as a balance course for the development of motor 
skills and concentration in children, while involving parents. This space, 
located between a primary school and a nursery school, attracts young 
and old alike for an intergenerational moment of joy. 
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Design by 
ALEP

L’Isle sur la Durance 

MALLEMORT  
DE PROVENCE 

In order to revitalise the village of Mallemort-en-Provence and make 
the town hall square more welcoming, the ageing playground had to 

be reinvented.
 
The theme chosen was inspired by the relief of Mallemort. The 
playground was design byed according to the topography of the town 
and the course of the river Durance.
 
It is a colourful, aesthetic and fun place to live in the heart of the village, 
with multiple activities: slide, climbing wall, trampoline, spinning top, talk 
tubes, spheres and half-spheres.
 
Around these games, RIO furniture has been installed to allow parents 
and children alike to take a break and enjoy some quiet time.
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Design by 
Michel Devigne Paysagiste

Spielart

Quartier Larvotto

MONACO

The Larvotto district, located at the north-eastern end of Monaco, 
had a fragmented seafront with multiple levels, whose uses were 

declining every summer. This project, exceptional in its dimensions 
and precision, comes as a natural ramification of the network of 
open spaces and pedestrian paths.
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Co-design by 
Agence Base

Pro Urba

Berges de l’Allier

MOULINS

A nautical-style area integrated directly on the banks of the Allier. 
Powder-coated steel and pine wood combine to create an 

atmosphere that is both modern and natural. Hammocks, ropes, 
boats... Originality at the service of play!
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba 

Aqua Pro Urba
Spielart

Berges de l’ill

MULHOUSE

This vast 5,500 m2 play area has been fitted out with dry Pro Urba 
games and Aqua Pro Urba water games to offer a unique and 

complete experience to families in Mulhouse. 
 
Let yourself be tempted by the double 30-metre zip line.  
Thrills guaranteed!
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Design by
Atelier 2/3/4

ZAC des Provinces

NANTERRE

A playground that cleverly hides the slides and turns them into a 
hiding place. Climbing, sliding and running are on the menu for 

the children of this neighbourhood. 
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba
Spielart

Parc du Croissant Vert

NEUILLY s/ MARNE

After several years of reflection, the town of Neuilly sur Marne launched 
this ambitious project to completely rehabilitate the area. Due to its 

particular characteristics and the significant site relief, the castle theme 
was put forward and favoured. The challenge was twofold: to propose 
an ambitious medieval project and to adapt to a particularly complex 
terrain. A majestic atmosphere and a remarkable place, the union 
between play equipment and landscape environment is successful!
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Co-design by 
No Problemo

Pro Urba

Centre commercial 
Aushopping

NOYELLE  
GODAULT

O ptimising play areas in a limited space was the project carried 
out by Pro Urba. This indoor play area, clad in Corian®, meets 

the challenge and offers numerous play activities to children visiting 
the shopping centre: boosted attractiveness! 
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Co-design by 
Pena & Pena Paysages 

Pro Urba

Parc Diderot

PANTIN

This playground offers children a playful 
but also a sporty course! To dress up the 

large mound in the park. The descent is more 
leisurely with the help of our large polyester 
slide.
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Design by
 Agence Base

Quartier Saragosse  
- 

PAU

The city box was design byed in the context 
of urban redevelopment. The objective is 

to enable inhabitants to reappropriate their 
city and have fun through sport: basketball, 
handball, football, the field of possibilities is 
widened!

©Citybox Ijslander
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Co-design by 
François David Designer

Pro Urba

Galerie Beaulieu Casino

POITIERS

This playground at the entrance to the shopping centre stands out 
thanks to its strong design by. A structure of playful games that 

make up the body of a robot is sure to attract families and delight young 
and old alike!
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Co-design by 
Agence Base

Pro Urba

Prairies Saint Martin 

RENNES

The creation of a playful, sporty and original space, this playground 
revitalizes this large 30-hectare park. 
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Design by 
Agence Base /Monstrum

Steel «Active Shopping 
Resort» Apsys

SAINT-ETIENNE

To create a unique experience in a 
shopping centre, nothing is better than a 

fun and immersive playground! Here children 
are immersed in a meadow and enjoy slides 
and other games. 
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Design by 
Green Concept

Les Quais

SAINT-GINGOLPH

Let’s board! There is nothing better than a stop at the pirate ship 
to enjoy the whole family and to let yourself be carried away into 

the underwater world. 
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Co-design by 
Pro Urba
Spielart

Mas de Pierre

SAINT PAUL  
DE VENCE

Step into Alice’s garden with this playground inspired by the world 
of wonders. A work made with Robinia wood, to enjoy these 

games that seem more real than life! 
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Design by 
Green Concept

Bel Air

SAINT-PRIEST

A fun and sporting playground for all is possible. Pro Urba’s aim is 
to offer intergenerational spaces, a successful mission in Saint-

Priest!
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Design by
Bassinet  

Turquin Paysage

Westinghouse 

SEVRAN

This new district of Sevran was developed on the wasteland of a 
former industrial site. For the creation of a new playground, the 

red thread chosen was that of the Whale, taking as a symbol one of 
the most emblematic machines of the former American railway brake 
factory, Westinghouse, whose installation was reminiscent of the rib 
cage of this marine mammal.
 
The whale is made up of standard components and has taken on 
a life of its own: the central part, made up of 10 arches, serves as a 
custom-made rib cage. The head is a climbing globe and the tail is a 
play structure with a slide. The safety floor is reminiscent of a «whale 
skin» thanks to the speckled EPDM granulates and round patterns. 
The playground is set up in a transparent manner and surrounded by 
green areas... A magical place for children.

© Ijslander
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Design by 
Atelier Nervures

Place de la Mairie

SOMAIN

The town hall square is covered with stainless steel domes from 
LinieM. These spheres invite children to climb and slide and 

give this space a strong, original and unique identity! 
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Design by 
Pro Urba

Shopping Promenade
Coeur d’Alsace

Frey

VENDENHEIM

This 14-metre high Miss Rock is looking towards the entrance, 
a cap on her head and tattoos on her arms. She is the muse of 

the shopping centre, bubbly, fun and trendy ; she sports an unusual 
look: leopard and zebra patterns, pins representing local specificities, 
coloured posts.
 
Young and old alike are invited to climb the spheres, cross the 
footbridges, and go on unforgettable slides along the 10m high 
slides.
 
And to add an artistic touch, we have brought company Quai 36  in 
the production and its street artist On/Off.
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Centre de loisirs 
Robinson

VILLETANEUSE

This leisure centre has recently been given a makeover 
with a brand new sports area. This allows young and 

old to let off steam and play the sports they want in a 
fun and dynamic way.

Design by 
Plaine Commune

Pro Urba 

© Citybox Ijslander
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Explorit

YVERDON-LES
BAINS (CH)

Tailor-made design by furniture, a pergola with a misting system to cool off in 
summer, and an impressive 10m high tower with two large slides for endless 

fun, there is something for everyone. 

Design by Atelier ARALIA
Co-design by Tour Pro Urba/Carve
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Villages Nature®
Center Parcs

BAILLY-
ROMAINVILLIERS

Design by 
Bluemoonshot

Bastiaan de Bruin
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Aqua Pro Urba, the aquatic subsidiary of Pro Urba, offers a complete 
service dedicated to water games and fountain play, from design 

by to completion. We design by playgrounds, without water retention 
and with free access, adapted to all publics including PRM. We imagine 
personalised spaces, adapted to their environment and respectful of 
ecological concerns.  These Vortex ® aquatic spaces offer interactive 
and intergenerational activities, encourage physical and motor 
development while creating social links through attractive sensory and 
play experiences.
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Parc Bertin

DOUAI

Co-design by
Fabienne Guinet

Pro Urba



Design by 
Pro Urba

Espace Commercial
Mas Guerido

CABESTANY

© Spielart
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Design by 
Malherbe Design by

Centre Commercial
B’EST

FARBERSVILLER

Design by Agence TER/ VIBEIRAS

Anfa Park

CASABLANCA
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Design by 
Isabelle Devin

et Agence Empreinte

Park des Gravières

KINGERSHEIM

Design by 
Agence Casals

Base de loisirs

PENNE
D’AGENAIS
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Design by Design by 
Green ConceptGreen Concept

Domaine de la Tour

LA CIOTAT
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Design by 
Advento & Ecotech

Centre Commercial 
les Océnaides

LA-TESTE- 
DE-BUCH

Design by 
Lonsdale Retail

C.C Avenue 83

LA VALETTE
DU VAR
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Design by
Pro Urba

Parc des Tourelles

LOON-PLAGE

Design by
Pro Urba

Jardin du Las

TOULON

© Spielart
© Spielart
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Design by 
Agence Base

Parc Sergent Blandan

LYON

Design by 
Agence Base

Parc du Tremblay

TREMBLAY  
EN FRANCE
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Design by 
Pro Urba

Bellegrave

PESSAC

Design by 
Campaign Design by London

Centre commercial Domus

ROSNY SOUS BOIS
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Design by 
Chloé Périn

Centre commercial
Grand Quartier

SAINT-GREGOIRE

Design by Looking for Architecture
et Atelier Ville en Ville

Espace Mazagran
Ilot d’Amaranthe

LYON

© Pyramide Kaiser & Kühne
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Design by
 In Situ

Quais Bas

ROUEN

© Kaiser & Kühne / © Spielart
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Design by 
PFR Architectes

Pro Urba

Centre Commercial
Manor

CHAVANNES (CH)
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Design by
Seura Architectes

Jardins de la Ligne

TOULOUSE
MONTAUDRAN

Design by 
Pro Urba

Centre Commercial
Aushopping

VILLEBON
S/ YVETTE

© Glissières Kaiser & Kühne / © Filets Huck
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